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Abstract: Learners adopt various learning patterns and behaviors while learning, rendering their experience a valuable asset for recommending learning paths for other learners. Process Mining is useful in this case to discover models that reveal learners’ taken learning paths in an educational platform. Nonetheless, due to the heterogeneity of behavior and the volume of data, trace clustering is crucial to reveal various groups of learners and discover relevant process models rather than ‘spaghetti’ ones. In this paper, we address the limits of and improve on a feature-based trace clustering approach known as FSS-encoding, ideal for unstructured processes to extract diverse learning patterns adopted by students, to be later employed in a learning path recommendation. Our enhancements include a refined pattern selection, preserving the uniqueness of less frequent events and increasing the overall effectiveness of the trace clustering process. Our method was applied to Moodle logs acquired from 2018 to 2022, comprising 471 students in the Computer Science and Engineering Department of Frederick University in Cyprus. The results show three clusters with a 25% improvement in silhouette coefficient. Their consequent discovered process models depict the various learning scenarios adopted, including activities like studying, solving exercises, undergoing assessments, applying, and others.

1 INTRODUCTION

Learning is no longer confined to classrooms or conventional teacher-student scenarios, thanks to advancements in technology that improved the educational sector. On the other hand, e-learning is becoming more prevalent, as learning material and resources are accessible to everyone, at any time, and anywhere. However, this accessibility comes at a cost: learners may become overwhelmed when attempting to meet a learning goal, which could ultimately result in a drop in motivation and learning efficiency. In this direction, Recommender Systems (RS) (Aggarwal, 2016) in e-learning aim to personalize the learning experience by intelligently filtering online content based on individual learner preferences, actions, and needs, deviating from one-size-fits-all models. On the other hand, users in information systems leave their traces recorded by logging system in the form of event logs. Process Mining (PM), a discipline that combines data mining, machine learning and process modeling uses these event logs to discover process models that reveal the behavior followed by users in a system (Van der Aalst, 2016). In educational platforms and systems, the former has paved the way for a rich line of research to discover the behaviors of students while performing different learning activities like attending a course, or taking a quiz (Cenka and Anggun, 2022).

In a previous work (Joudieh et al., 2023), we have proposed a framework to recommend a personalized adaptive learning path for a learner seeking a learning objective, while employing past learning experience extracted via Process Mining. The framework constitutes 3 main modules: Recommender Module, Data Module and Process Mining Module. The PM module is the focal point of this article. The former is in charge of using event logs from the Moodle learning management system to discover a model that
shows the learning paths taken by students while taking courses. It enables the generation of insights into students’ learning journeys, forming the foundation for personalized and effective learning path recommendations. However, a huge amount of logs might generate incomprehensible “spaghetti” models, thus the need of trace clustering (Song et al., 2008) as a primary step to capture the different learning patterns and discover more understandable models.

Driven by this objective, we adopt a recent trace clustering approach (Trabelsi et al., 2021) based on encoding the traces in terms of the frequent subsequent patterns within, called FSS Encoding. Originally applied to digital library users, this method was able to discover three different profiles of users. In this paper, we address the limitations of this method and propose an improved version that enhances the clustering results and discovered models. The improved approach is applied on collected Moodle Logs of 471 students taking courses in the Department of Computer Science and Engineering in Frederick University in Cyprus for the period of 2018-2022.

The paper provides an overview of trace clustering approaches in Section 2, followed by an in-depth discussion of FSS encoding, its limitations, and proposed improvements in Section 3. The enhanced FSS approach is demonstrated using Moodle logs, with data collection and treatment detailed in Section 4 and results presented in Section 5. The paper concludes in Section 6 with discussions on future perspectives.

2 RELATED WORKS

Process Mining is a field of science bridging the gap between data-oriented analysis and process-oriented analysis, which aims to extract knowledge from event logs. The application of process mining techniques extends across various domains, including hospitals, banks and municipalities (Van der Aalst, 2016; Lu et al., 2019; Trabelsi et al., 2021).

Process mining techniques utilize event logs as input to generate, enhance, or validate process models. An event log comprises a set of execution traces, each representing a specific process instance. For example, the workflow of a student on an e-learning platform. Starting with the action of viewing a course (Course viewed), the student may navigate to explore specific elements within the course (Course module viewed). These elements could include lectures, videos, assignments, or quizzes. Upon selecting a quiz element, the student proceeds to submit his/her answers (Quiz submitted). Each of these activities constitutes a unique trace within the main process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CaseId</th>
<th>Timestamp</th>
<th>Activity label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2018-01-12T10:34:25</td>
<td>Course viewed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2018-01-12T10:36:23</td>
<td>Course viewed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2018-01-12T10:34:26</td>
<td>Course module viewed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2018-01-12T10:34:28</td>
<td>Submission viewed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2018-01-12T10:36:26</td>
<td>Course viewed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2018-01-12T10:36:27</td>
<td>Submission form viewed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For instance, in the Moodle platform, every student can be considered as a case following a learning process. The series of events associated with a specific case is referred to as a trace. Each row in Table 1 represents an executed event, including details such as the event identifier (CaseId), the activity label, the timestamp (day, hour, minute, and second), and additional attributes relevant to the event. Formally, an event log \( L = \{t_1, t_2, ..., t_k\} \) is a set of \( k \) traces where each trace \( t_i (1 \leq i \leq k) \) is a set of \( n_i \) consecutive events \( t_i = < e_1, e_2, ..., e_{n_i} > \) made by the same CaseId.

Many process discovery methods have been proposed in the literature in order to automatically generate process models. Process discovery algorithms aim to discover process models based on event logs. The discovered process models are intended to represent the whole event logs. Several models can be used for this purpose such as Petri nets or Fuzzy models (Van der Aalst, 2016).

Nevertheless, numerous process mining studies have demonstrated that creating a single process model for an entire log is not ideal, particularly for very large datasets containing unstructured processes. An unstructured process is one that is driven by a user rather than a software. It results in many possible paths, but only few are relevant. Process mining techniques often result in complex and/or overfitted models, such as the widely recognized spaghetti model or flower model (Van der Aalst, 2016). To overcome these issues, existing works proposed trace clustering methods prior to modeling (Diamantini et al., 2016).

The literature offers numerous approaches to trace clustering, which can be categorized into three types of clustering techniques based on how the traces are presented before clustering (Song et al., 2008; Zandkarimi et al., 2020). Additionally, there is a hybrid-based clustering category that integrates various techniques from the aforementioned methods (De Koninck and De Weerdt, 2019).

The first category, referred to as trace-based clustering, groups traces based on syntax similarity, as explained in (Bose and Van der Aalst, 2009) and (Chatain et al., 2017). This approach draws inspiration to the Levenshtein distance metric, which measures the dissimilarity between two strings. In this context, a trace can be transformed into another
The edit distance between two traces is then calculated as the minimum number of these edit operations required to convert one trace into the other. A lower edit distance indicates a higher level of similarity between the traces. Following this, distance-based clustering algorithms are applied to group the traces into distinct clusters. In the field of education, both (Laksitowening et al., 2023) and (Zhang et al., 2022) focus on students’ logs to capture various characteristics and learning patterns. They both employ hierarchical clustering as a clustering algorithm to group students’ traces.

The second category is the model-based clustering. It assumes that accurate models are discovered from homogeneous sub-logs (Cadez et al., 2003; Ferreira et al., 2007). The process model is considered as input for the clustering in order to structure traces. These traces are used back to mine process models. The obtained clusters strongly depend on the quality metrics used for evaluating the accuracy of discovered process models (De Weerdt et al., 2013).

The third category, called feature-based clustering, involves the conversion of each trace into a vector of features based on predefined characteristics. The similarity between two traces is then determined by the similarity between their corresponding vectors. Existing methods within this category often rely on metrics such as the frequency of events or the frequency of direct succession relations between events to transform traces into vectors (Song et al., 2008). For instance, (Song et al., 2008) analyzed traces from healthcare information systems, converting them into features such as the count of individual event occurrences or the count of pairs of events in immediate succession. (Bose and van der Aalst, 2009) employed a similar technique on longer sub-parts of traces, evaluating the occurrence of more complex motifs like repeats, defined as n-grams observed at different points in the trace. Subsequently, distance-based clustering algorithms are applied to group the traces into distinct clusters (Zandkarimi et al., 2020).

Our work in this article aligns with the feature-based approach, as we enhance a feature-based method called FSS encoding (Trabelsi et al., 2021). The foundational FSS encoding method originated in the context of digital libraries. Its primary concept involves extracting features from traces through the identification of frequent sub-sequences and their corresponding encoding. The encoding of frequent sub-sequences considers multiple parameters to effectively distinguish traces of digital libraries users. A clustering algorithm was then applied on the converted traces to finally assign each trace to the appropriate cluster. In the case of digital libraries, FSS encoding results showed the effectiveness of the method to cluster users and to model their journeys. These results were validated on a real-world data provided by the national library of France.

As mentioned in Section 1, we extended the FSS encoding method (henceforth baseline) proposed by (Trabelsi et al., 2021). The improvement preserves more information about the traces and the uniqueness of each trace, and allows better patterns to be discovered from the traces.

### 3 Baseline

In this section, we briefly describe the baseline, the FSS encoding proposed in (Trabelsi et al., 2021). The fundamental strategy of this method operates under the assumption that a trace containing a frequent sub-sequence (FSS) is the most significant trace (Lu et al., 2019). This strategy involves grouping traces based on frequent sub-sequences. An FSS, denoted as $<e_1, ..., e_n>$, comprises a finite set of events of length $n$ ($n > 1$), where the events are executed in order at least two times.

Traces are converted using a specific FSS encoding. In this encoding, each identified FSS in a trace is replaced by its corresponding encoding. Events that don’t belong to any FSS are deemed irrelevant, and only their positions contribute to the clustering. Thus, such events in the traces are replaced by 1.

The baseline itself aims to effectively distinguish traces within different clusters by considering factors such as the $[1\text{-length}]$ and $[2\text{-frequency}]$ of the FSS, the $[3\text{-frequency of events}]$ within the FSS, and the $[4\text{-frequency of direct succession relations between events}]$ in the FSS. This encoding strategy enhances the vector representation of traces, emphasizing the significance of longer FSSs, higher frequencies, and the occurrence of specific events and relations within the sequences.

All the extracted FSS are encoded in each trace as follows:

---

1 Bibliothèque Nationale de France: https://www.bnf.fr/
Algorithm 1 depicts our proposed approach. As outlined, the initial step involves the transformation of the original event logs $R$ (refer to Table 1) into a set of traces $L$. This set organizes the sequence of events chronologically based on the unique identifier $CaseId$. For example, based on the Table 1, the corresponding trace of CaseId 1 is $<\text{Course viewed, Course module viewed, Submission viewed}>.$

### Algorithm 1: Improved FSS Encoding algorithm.

**Data:** Original log file $R$, Minimum pattern support percentage $minSup$, Minimum pattern Length $minLen$, Number of Clusters $n_{clusters}$

**Result:** Log Files $F$ corresponding to resulting clusters

begin

1. **Generate Log Files** $R$
2. **Convert** $R$ to a set of traces $L$
3. From $L$, extract frequent sub-sequences $FSS$ with length $\geq minLen$ and minimum support $\geq minSup$;
4. From $FSS$, remove $x \in FSS$ if $x$ does not exist as is in $L$;
5. For $x \in FSS$, compute $Encoding(x)$
6. Sort $FSS$ in descending order of pattern lengths;
7. For each trace in $L$, replace any existing $FSS$ by their encoding;
8. Remove traces from $L$ where no $FSS$ is found;
9. For remaining traces in $L$, replace remaining activities with their frequency
10. Scale the values in the traces using MinMaxScaler, to have a range of $[0,1]$;
11. Add padding of $=1$ for the traces to have same lengths
12. Cluster the traces in $L$ into $n_{clusters}$
13. Generate Log Files $F$ for resulting clusters;

Return $F$

end

Subsequently, we employ the PrefixSpan algorithm (Pel et al., 2001) to extract sequential patterns $FSS$s from the modified event logs $L$. This algorithm efficiently identifies recurring patterns within the traces, aiding in the discovery of significant sequences of activities over time.

In the baseline, the frequent subsequences selection criteria using PrefixSpan is the top-$k$ patterns, that extracts the top $k$ frequent patterns extracted by PrefixSpan leading to a loss of control over the relevance of patterns based on their support. This could result in situations where all top-$k$ patterns have support percentages above 90%, or conversely, some patterns have support percentages below 50%. Also, using top-$k$ patterns can be computationally expensive because it requires generating and checking many potential patterns. In our approach, we refine the pattern selection criteria by incorporating two thresholds, encoding the FSS within the entire event logs.

This encoding method allows the distinction between traces that share the same FSS but not in the same position. Furthermore, by replacing all events not part of an FSS with 1, the information about the position of the FSS was retained, the gaps between different FSS, as well as the size of the trace. Following the FSS encoding, all the traces in the event logs are converted into sparse vectors. These vectors are then clustered based on the similarity between them.

### 3.2 Our Approach

While the baseline approach replaces all events not part of a Frequent Sub-sequence with 1, it leads to a loss of information regarding the uniqueness of individual activities that do not participate in a pattern. These activities might carry significance even though they occur less frequently. The baseline’s simplification may overlook the diversity and importance of such singular activities, potentially impacting the comprehensiveness of the analysis. For instance, two traces, $t_1 = <e_1, e_2, e_3, e_4, e_5>$ and $t_2 = <e_0, e_1, e_2, e_3>$, are converted into vectors $[E_{FSS}, 1, 1]$ and $[1, E_{FSS}]$, respectively, where $E_{FSS}$ represents the encoding of $<e_1, e_2, e_3>$. Additionally, the events $e_0$, $e_4$ and $e_5$ are not considered in the clustering.

On the other hand, our proposed FSS encoding method takes into account the frequency and relationships of both the FSS and individual events, offering a more nuanced representation that preserves the distinctive characteristics of each activity. For example in Moodle, a learner is more likely to view a course viewing, course module viewed, submission viewed traces, aiding in the discovery of significant sequences of activities over time.
(i) a minimum support percentage \((\text{minSup})\) and (ii) a pattern length \((\text{minLen})\). In this refinement, the dataset is scanned once to determine the support of candidate patterns and then filters out those below the specified threshold. The support of a pattern \(X\) is the ratio of traces in which \(X\) appears to the total number of traces, and the length of a pattern is the number of activities it includes. Also, as PrefixSpan can extract patterns that do not exist as they are in the traces, the extracted patterns are filtered from such cases.

Following, the encoding of each FSS is calculated using equation 1 and the FSSs are sorted in descending order of their length (the longer the pattern, the more important it is). This defines the priority of replacement for patterns by replacing the top-k approach with a combination of minimum support percentage and pattern length. Second, in the conversion of traces, individual activities that did not belong to a pattern are replaced by their frequency as previously explained. Finally, the encoded values are scaled to a range of \([0,1]\) and clustering is performed on the resulting traces converted to numerical vectors. Finally, the log files corresponding to each cluster are generated and returned as an output. These files are later used to discover a process model describing the general behavior of learners in each cluster.

In a nutshell, our method enhances trace encoding in two key ways. First, it refines the selection criteria for patterns by replacing the top-k approach with a combination of minimum support percentage and pattern length. Second, in the conversion of traces, individual activities within traces possessing FSSs are substituted with their respective frequencies instead of a uniform value of 1. This alteration preserves the identity and positional significance of less frequent events. These enhancements have a direct impact on the representation of traces, consequently elevating the quality of trace clustering. As a result, this improvement facilitates a more detailed understanding and analysis of learning scenarios within each cluster.

4 DATA TREATMENT

As the context of this work lies within the previously proposed framework, as mentioned in Section 1, the data we are dealing with is Moodle Logs. This section is dedicated to elaborate on the data collection and treatment steps of the former.

4.1 Data Collection and Preprocessing

Moodle, a well-known learning management system that is extensively used in universities and educational institutions, contains a logging system that captures any user’s activity in the system at any point in time. In the current study, Moodle event logs of 471 students enrolled in courses at Frederick University’s Department of Computer Science and Engineering in Cyprus from 2018 to 2022 were collected. The collected event logs were cleaned to keep only actions made by students on Moodle while studying, such as taking courses, tests, and assignments, as the initial logs included the actions taken by all users in the system (students, instructors, assisting instructors, manager, etc.). Additionally, a unique identifier for each student was created to be used in the trace clustering later on.

The structure of a single log file is illustrated by Table 2. The “Regnum” is the registration number, used as a unique identifier to track the path of a student throughout different courses and different years, i.e. it is used as “CaseId”. The “Timestamp” records the exact time of each event taken by the students, used to order the events. While the “Event Name” is used as the activity and the “Event Context” gives information about the concerned learning resource (file, assignment, folder, etc.) affected by the event. Finally, the “Description” explains the event in a more detailed manner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A submission has been submitted</td>
<td>Quiz attempt submitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course activity completion updated</td>
<td>Course module viewed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zip archive of folder downloaded</td>
<td>Content page viewed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clicked join meeting button</td>
<td>Course summary viewed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course module instance list viewed</td>
<td>Sessions viewed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Lesson started”</td>
<td>“Lesson resumed”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Feedback viewed”</td>
<td>“Course viewed”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The initial number of event names was 65, including events related to course actions, quiz taking, assignments submissions, chats and discussions, profile viewing, and others. Only 14 events are kept, as shown in Table 3. These events were chosen as they particularly show actions like completion of an assignment or a learning resource, assessment, taking feedback, studying, and exploring. The log is filtered given the chosen events to finally end with 471 students with a total of 3942 traces for the period of 2018 until 2022.
4.2 Enrichment /Transformation

As the collected logs express the interaction between students and Moodle of different courses, a transformation step followed to create a new activity that gives more information on the pedagogical action done by the student. We refer to this activity as ‘Semantic Activity’. It is rule-based created using the ‘Event Context’, ‘Event Name’ and ‘Description’ from the original logs. The details of this transformation step are outside the scope of this paper. This activity can have one of the 12 values presented in Table 4. We differentiate between two types of actions: passive and active (denoted by _P and _A respectively). When a student downloads a lecture material to study it, it is considered a ‘passive’ action as there is no guarantee of completion. When a student submits an assignment, we presume they completed exercises, referred to as ‘active’ actions.

4.3 Traces Preparation

This part explains the initial step of Algorithm 1. To perform clustering, the traces should be extracted from the event logs. As each event log corresponds to activities done in one course, we define a trace as an ordered sequence of events taken by a student in one course. Thus, the trace file used to perform clustering is better without FSS, detailed analysis in Table 7 reveals the quality of resulting clusters, as presented in Table 7.

5 IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

In what follows, we illustrate the improvement implied by our approach at the level of the extracted patterns and their encoding, the level of clusters and the discovered models.

5.1 Patterns Extraction and Encoding

Table 6 compares the baseline and our approach in pattern extraction and trace encoding. Our refined selection criteria yield better control over minimum support and pattern length, resulting in more and longer patterns with high support. The encoded traces in our approach are shorter, emphasizing longer and more significant patterns, outperforming the baseline in both extraction and encoding levels, as reflected in subsequent trace clustering results.

5.2 Trace Clustering

In the final section of Algorithm 1, FSS-encoded traces are clustered using Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC) with ward linkage, known for merging similar clusters in a bottom-up approach. Our approach is demonstrated as efficient through a comparison with baseline and ‘Activity Profile’ (Song et al., 2008), where the latter transforms traces into binary vectors (0 and 1) using one-hot encoding. The vector length equals the number of unique activities, providing a binary representation of activity presence in each trace. As for the clustering, the optimal number of clusters, determined through dendrogram analysis, is found to be 3 for all approaches as shown in Figure 1. Evaluation metrics, including Silhouette coefficient (-1 to 1, higher is better) and Davies Bouldin index (lower is better), reveal the quality of resulting clusters, as presented in Table 7.

Despite the initial impression that the Silhouette is better without FSS, detailed analysis in Table 7 reveals potential misinterpretations of numeric values. The Activity Profile yields clusters with almost all elements in one, rendering its results meaningless. In contrast, the baseline divides traces into different clusters, but they lack clear separation, as reflected in their Silhouette, while our approach combines well-divided traces with acceptable Silhouettes for each cluster.
5.3 Process Models

The resulting clusters are used with the Fuzzy Miner algorithm in ProM tool to discover process models, chosen for its capacity to generate simplified models with a focus on significant nodes and well-correlated edges (Van der Aalst, 2016). With Fuzzy Miner, less significant but highly correlated nodes are aggregated, i.e. hidden in clusters within the simplified model. Figure 2 displays the models of clusters 0, 1, and 2, simplified using node significance, leading to the aggregation of some nodes into clusters. Analyzing the learning scenarios through model readings, Cluster 1, representing the majority of learners, primarily engages in routine activities such as viewing, studying, and solving exercises. In contrast, Cluster 0, the second-largest cluster, encompasses learners who engage in routine tasks but also actively ‘Apply’ knowledge, often through project submissions. Lastly, Cluster 2, with the smallest learner count, consists of individuals who show a preference for quizzes and tests as part of their learning paths.
6 CONCLUSION

This study revolves around a previous work presenting a framework aimed at providing personalized adaptive learning paths, taking into account a learner’s objective and leveraging the learning experience of previous learners. Employing Process Mining, we extract past learning experiences through the discovery of learning scenarios. However, dealing with the unstructured and voluminous Moodle data, that holds specific learning characteristics, poses a challenge, making trace clustering crucial. Thus, our approach enhances a feature-based Frequent-Subsequence (FSS) trace clustering method by refining pattern selection, particularly preserving the uniqueness of less frequent events. Applied to Moodle logs, our method demonstrates significant improvements, generating more and longer patterns, influencing encoding results, and leading to better clusters reflected by the silhouette coefficient. The identified clusters reveal three distinct learning scenarios: one characterized by a focus on studying and solving exercises, another by the application of acquired knowledge through projects, and a third by a preference for undergoing more assessments. These scenarios provide valuable insights for tailoring personalized recommendations. Future work involves integrating these findings into the recommendation framework, leveraging past learning experiences for more effective guidance. It’s noteworthy that extensive testing of clustering algorithms and linkage criteria preceded the selection of the best-performing approach presented in this work.
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